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IEEE INFOCOM 2001 1On the communication-storage minimization for aclass of secure multicast protocolsR. PoovendranInstitute for Systems ResearchDepartment of Electrical and Computer EngineeringUniversity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USAAbstractDeveloping cryptographic key management protocols that have scalability in terms of the key storage aswell as key update communication is an important problem in many secure multicast applications [1], [9], [10].Wong et al. [10] and Wallner et al. [9] independently presented the rst set of key distribution models where thekey update communication grows as O(logN) for group of size N . However, the storage requirement of thesemodels were O(N ). Recently [2], a new model based on clustering of the group members was proposed in orderto lower the key storage while maintaining the update communication growth as O(logN). For the new model,by considering the product of the storage and the communication as the cost function, the optimal cluster sizeM was conjectured to be M = O(logN). In this paper, we show that the optimal value of the cluster can becomputed without the product function due the monotonicity of the storage with respect to the cluster size. Weshow that the optimal cluster size selection of the model in [2] can be formulated as a constraint optimizationproblem, and then transform it to a xed point equation of the form M    logeM = (2   ) logeN , where2;  are model parameters. We rst show that the largest root of this equation is the optimal solution, andthen compute it by two dierent techniques. We then show that the rst order approximation of the solutionis of the form M  (2   ) logeN +  loge logeN , leading to M  (2   ) logeN for large values of N . Wemake a case for use of the estimate M = (2   ) logeN +  loge logeN instead of M = logeN by showingthat even for group size up to 232, the value M = logeN +  loge logeN provides signicantly lower value ofkey storage compared to the value M = logeN . We also show that the best estimate of M using the productfunction in [2] does not exceed M =  logeN for a constant .KeywordsSecurity, Optimization, Multicast CommunicationsI. IntroductionUse of multicast communications reduce the sender and the network overhead in applications where a setof identical messages have to be sent to multiple receivers. A single message can be sent to the entire groupusing the multicast communications mode. In the case of secure multicast, all the multicast group membershave to share a common session encryption key called the group key [1]-[10]. In order to protect the past,present and future communications, the session key needs to be updated whenever a member leaves or joinsthe group.Since the session key is known to every valid member of the group, additional keys called Key EncryptingKeys(KEKs) need to be distributed [9], [10], [2], [4] among members for key updates under member dynamics.When the session key has to be updated, KEKs that are shared among the valid members can be used forencryption and transportation. The KEK distribution should be (a) scalable in key update communicationand/or key storage requirements of sender and receivers with respect to group size, (b) resistant to illegalcollaboration (collusion free) of present or past members and (c) able to guarantee that deletion of one ormore members does not invalidate the keys of valid members.Wong et al. [10] and Wallner et al. [9] proposed the rst tree based key update protocols with user storageand the key update communications that scaled as O(logN), where N is the group size. The sender storagerequirements of these two models were O(N). The sender storage constraints were bottlenecks of this model.In [2] a hybrid tree based scheme that reduced the sender storage from O(N) to (sub-linear) O( NlogN ) whilepreserving the communication updates as O(logN) was proposed. This was achieved by forming clusters ofsize M and then building a virtual tree of [9], [10]. By considering the product of the communication and the
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Fig. 1. The Logical or Virtual Key Tree of [9], [10].The Figure 1 presents a rooted binary key distribution tree for a group with eight members. The logicaltree is constructed such that each group member is assigned to a unique leaf node of the tree. Every node ofthe logical tree is assigned a key. The set of keys assigned to the nodes along the path from a leaf node tothe root are assigned to the member associated with that particular leaf node. For example, member M1 inFigure 1 is assigned key encrypting keys fKO;K2:1;K1:1;K0:1g. Since the root key KO is also shared by allthe members, if there is no change in group membership, KO can be used to update the session key (SK) forall the members.The tree based structure also induces a natural hierarchical grouping among the members. By assigningthe members to appropriate nodes, the group controller can form desired hierarchical clusters of membersand selectively update, if needed, the keys of the group. For example, in Figure 1, members M5;M6;M7, andM8 exclusively share the key K2:2. The GC can use the key K2:2 to selectively communicate with membersM5;M6;M7, and M8. Such clustering of the members on the tree may be decided by the GC based onapplication specic needs. In order to be able to selectively disseminate information to a subset of groupmembers, the GC has to ensure that the common key assigned to a subset is not assigned to any member notbelonging to that subset.
IEEE INFOCOM 2001 3Using the notation fmgK to denote the encryption of message m with key K, and the notation A  ! B :fmgK to denote the secure exchange of message m from A to B, GC can selectively send a message m tomembers M5;   M8 by the following transmission:GC  !M5;M6;M7;M8 : fmgK2:2If, however the key K2:2 is invalidated for any reason, GC needs to update the key K2:2 before being able touse a common key for members M5;M6;M7, and M8. It can do so by rst generating a new version of K2:2,denoted K̂2:2, and then performing two encryptions, one with K1:3 and the other with K1:4. The followingtwo messages are needed to update key K̂2:2 to the relevant members of the group.GC  !M5;M6 : fK̂2:2gK1:3GC  !M7;M8 : fK̂2:2gK1:4B. Member Deletion on TreesSince the session key and the root key encrypting key KO are common to all the members in the group,they have to be invalidated each time a member is deleted. Apart from these two keys, all the intermediatekey encrypting keys assigned to the deleted member need to be invalidated. In the event there is bulk memberdeletion, the GC has to (a) identify all the invalid keys, (b) nd the minimal number of valid keys that needto be used to transmit the updated keys, and (c) update the valid members with the new keys.The general principle behind the member deletion is discussed below using member M1 as example. Mem-ber M1 in Figure 1 is indexed by the set of four keys fKO;K2:1;K1:1;K0:1g. Deleting member M1 leads toinvalidating these four keys and the session key, generating new keys, and updating these keys of the appro-priate valid members who shared the invalidated keys with member M1. When M1 is deleted, the followingupdates are necessary: (a) all member need new root key KO and new session key SK, (b) members M2 M4need to update fK2:1g, (c) members M3  M4 need to update fK1:2g, and (d) member M2 needs to updatefK1:1g.The re-keying problem is thus reduced in [1], [9], [10] to the problem of nding ecient key encrypting keydistributions.Hence, the user storage as well as the update communications scale as O(logN) for the tree based schemesin [9], [10]. However, these two approaches do not provide a mechanism for reducing the storage requirementsof the group controller. The group controller has to store all the keys corresponding to the nodes of the entiretree. It can be shown that for any rooted tree, the storage requirement of the group controller is O(N)1.Hence, the group controller key storage is a bottleneck in this model. For many applications with limitedstorage, it is desirable to reduce the group controller storage requirements as well. We now analyze the modelpresented in [2] and formulate the optimal cluster size estimation problem.III. Model for Key Storage ReductionIn order to reduce the storage requirements of the group controller, Canetti et al. [2] purposed to assign aset of M members to each leaf node of the rooted trees of [9], [10]. Hence, each leaf node of the rooted treehas a cluster of M members. Within each of these clusters, following key scheme, called the minimal storagescheme, was proposed.A. Minimal Storage SchemeIn the minimal storage scheme, every member needs to store only two keys. Every user holds the commoncluster keyKs that is shared by all the cluster members, and a unique keyKu that it shares only with the groupcontroller. The controller uses a random seed r as an index into pseudo-random function [2] fr to generate thekey Ku for member u as Ku = fr(u). Under this model, when a member leaves, the center generates the newcommon group key, encrypts it with the individual shared keys of the valid members and transmits. When amember is deleted within the cluster, the group controller has to perform (M   1) individual encryptions toupdate the common cluster key.1Exact value of the storage for a d  ary tree is dN 1d 1 and scales as N.
IEEE INFOCOM 2001 4B. A Hybrid SchemeThe construction of a hybrid tree consists of (a) partitioning of group into clusters of size M and (b)constructing a virtual rooted tree of degree a with N=M leafs. Each cluster is assigned to a unique leaf of thea  ary tree. Hence, this construct builds an a  ary tree of depth loga(N=M) followed by a M   ary tree ofdepth one.The crucial observation is that by performing clustering, the height of the rooted tree has been expressedas a function of the cluster size M . Hence, choosing the cluster size appropriately one can minimize thenumber of keys to be stored by the group controller. Selection of the cluster size M should be such that theupdate communication scales at least of the order of O(logN) while the key storage of the group controllerscales better than O(N). Systematic construction of the hybrid trees is presented in [2] and is repeated in thefollowing steps: The users are partitioned into subsets of size M , denoted as Ui; i = 1;    NM . An a  ary tree of depth loga NM is constructed. Each subset Ui of size m is assigned to a unique leaf in the a  ary tree. Each user subset Ui of size M uses a minimal storage scheme for key assignment. Additional keys are assigned to each node of the a  ary tree of depth logaTotal number of keys stored by the group controller in the hybrid scheme consists of the keys correspondingto the nodes of the tree as well as the seeds for NM clusters. Counting the nodes of the a  ary tree of depthloga NM (which includes the NM seeds), the storage is given byS  aN(a  1)M : (1)When a member from cluster Ui is revoked, the group center has to update the loga NM keys on the a   arytree and also the (M   1) cluster members with the common cluster key. The total number of updatecommunications is C = (M   1) + (a  1) loga NM .C. Optimality ConjectureThe product of S and C was considered as the cost function in [2]. The resulting cost function denoted by F,is given by F =  aN(a  1)M M   1 + (a  1) log NM  (2)aN(M   1)M + aN log NMM aN + aN log NMMIt was noted in [2] hat if M = logaN , thenC = logaN + (a  1) loga NlogaN (3)S = aN(a  1) logaNHence, the update communication grows as O(logN) while the key storage of the center grows as O( NlogN ).For the hybrid model that has the update communication growth as O(logN), the choice of cluster sizeM = logaN and the corresponding storage S = aN(a 1) logaN were conjectured to be optimal.We now show how to reformulate the problem as a constraint optimization problem that results in an explicitequation in variable M . We analyze this equation to nd the optimal solution for cluster size.
IEEE INFOCOM 2001 5IV. Reformulation of the ProblemOur approach is based on the observation that the optimal clustering problem can be restated as minimize Ssuch that C = O(logN).Based on this observation, we claim that the following theorem characterizes the optimal cluster size selectionproblem.Theorem 1: Optimal cluster size M that Minimizes the storage function S = aN(a 1)M while satisfyingM   1+(a  1) loga NM = O(logN) is obtained by the largest root of the equation M    logeM = , where  = (a 1)loge aand  > (1  loge ).We rst study the behavior of the functions C and S and then show how to convert the constraint into anexplicit equation in M.Under the hybrid scheme, the storage is S = aN(a 1)M . The storage is a monotonically decreasing convexfunction of the cluster size M . Hence, in the absence of any additional constraint, choosing M = N will yieldthe minimum storage of Smin = a(a 1) . Figure 2 represents the storage as a function of M for N = 1000 anddierent values of a.
























Storage S as a function of cluster size M
a = 2 
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Fig. 2. The graph of storage vs cluster size MThe update communication for the hybrid model is C = (M   1) + (a   1) loga NM . Setting  = (a 1)loge a , theupdate communication can be rewritten asC =M    logeM + ( logeN   1): (4)Noting that  > 0 and taking the derivatives of C with respect to M leads todCdM = 1  M (5)d2Cd2M = M2 : (6)The second derivative is positive independent of the values of M , whereas the rst derivative changes sign atM =  and there is only one root at the stationary point. Hence the function is convex and has a uniqueminimum at M = . The corresponding minimum value of the update communication for the hybrid modelis Cmin = (1 + loge N )  1: (7)Since  = (a 1)loge a is a small constant for a given a  ary tree, the minimum value of the update communicationgrows as O(logN). However, the cluster size M =  leads to the key storage S = aN(a 1) , which grows asO(N). Hence, when the cluster sizeM = , the function C grows as logN with the smallest possible overheads
IEEE INFOCOM 2001 6while the storage grows as N. Figure 3 represents the update communication as a function of cluster size Mfor N = 1000 and dierent values of a.






















Communications C as a function of cluster size M
a = 2 
a = 7 
a = 16Fig. 3. The graph of communication vs. cluster size M.Table 1 presents the values of storage and communication functions when M = N and M = .M Storage CommunicationN a(a 1) N   1 a(a 1) (1 + loge N )  1Since  is a constant, we note that when the communication is minimized the storage grows as a linear functionof N and when the storage is minimized communication grows as a linear function of N . Figure 4 presentsthe graph of communication vs storage as a function of cluster size M , illustrating the tradeo between Cand S. We now present the main rationale behind our solution to the problem.




















Fig. 4. The graph of Communication vs Storage Tradeo for binary treeA. Solution ApproachThe Virtual trees of Wong et al. [10] and Wallner et al. [9] have the update communication growth of O(logN).Hence, any improvement to the tree scheme needs to maintain update communication growth at most asO(logN) while trying to minimize the key storage of the group controller from O(N). This observation canbe stated as a constraint that minimize S with respect to M subject to the constraint C = O(logN). Ingeneral, this constraint optimization can be made unconstraint optimization by constructing a cost functionusing C and S. We note that it is not necessary for this model since the storage is a monotonic function ofM .
IEEE INFOCOM 2001 7Due to the monotonicity of the storage S with respect to the variableM , it is sucient to nd the values ofMthat satisfy the update communication constraint. Since the storage is a monotonically decreasing function,the largest value of M satisfying the update communication constraint will be the solution of this constraintoptimization.In order to minimize the storage, we note that the logarithmic growth condition on update communicationimplies that there is a pair of positive real numbers 1, 2 such that the update communication is lowerand upper bounded by 1 logeN and 2 logeN for all permitted values of M . This can be mathematicallyexpressed as: 1 logeN  C  2 logeN; (8)Since Cmin = (1 + loge N )  1, choosing 1 = Cminloge N will ensure that 1 logeN  C.If 2 > CminlogeN , then the graph of the line 2 logeN will intersect the convex function C at two dierent values.Although all the values of M that lie between these two values of M satisfy the update communicationconstraint, the largest value of M is the one that will yield the lowest value of the storage S. However, thelargest value ofM satisfying the update communication constraint is also the largest value ofM correspondingto the intersection of the graph of C and the line 2 logeN .Hence, the optimal value of M is obtained by the equation solving for the largest value of M at the intersectionof the graph of C and line 2 logeN . Clearly, values ofM at the intersecting points are given by C = 2 logeNleading to the equation M    logeM + ( logeN   1) = 2 logeN (9)This can be rewritten as M    logeM = 1 + (2   ) logeN (10))M    logeM = where  = 1 + (2   ) logeN .B. Computing Cluster Size MSince the function M    logeM + ( logeN   1) is convex with the minimum value (1 + loge N )   1, if2 > (1+loge N ) 1logeN , then the equation (9) has two solutions. Since M    logeM has the minimum at M = and  > 0, the roots of the equation M    logeM =  lie below and above M = . Moreover, if M > , thegradient of M    logeM is 1  M > 0. Hence the xed point equationM    logeM =  (11)is a contraction mapping with the largest root as the xed point solution if we start the iteration with aninitial value M0 > . Since ;  > 0, M =  +  logeM > , if we set the initial value of M to be M0 = ,after some algebra, a series approximation to M is given byM =  1Yi=1(1 +i loge ); (12)Since  > 0 is xed, and loge  <  as !1, if we denote the asymptotic value of M by M1, the limitingvalue is given by M1 = lim!1 1Yi=1(1 +i loge ) (13)= +  loge   (14)
IEEE INFOCOM 2001 8ButM0 =   (2   ) logeN . Hence, the asymptotic value of the largest root of the equationM  logeM = is M1  (2   ) logeN .We now show that the same results can be derived using the rst order Taylor series approximation usingNewton's method. Setting the rst approximate solution to the equation M    logeM =  for M >  asM0 = , the rst approximation is M1 =  +  loge . This is indeed the asymptotic solution we obtainedusing the xed point iterations earlier. Letting N !1 leads to M1 ! + loge   . It can be shown thateven if the series is computed for higher order terms, for large values of N , the largest root M of the equationM    logeM =  converges to M1 = +  loge  and grows as O(logN).C. Computing Minimal StorageWe showed that the asymptotic value of the largest root of the equation M    logeM = (2   ) logeN isM =  = (2   ) logeN by two dierent approaches. The corresponding value of the storage denoted S1 islimN!1SN = aN(a  1)M1 (15)S1 = aN(a  1)f+  loge g aN(a  1)(2   ) logeN :Hence, the constraint optimization leads to optimal growth of storage as O( NlogN ) when the update commu-nication is constrained to grow as O(logN). We now formally state it as the proof of Theorem 1.Proof of Theorem 1: The storage S = aN(a 1)M is a monotonically decreasing function of M. We showed thatthe minimal storage is obtained by the largest cluster size M that satises the logarithmic growth constraintof the update communications. We showed that to nd the minimal value of the storage, the constraint onthe update communication C =M  1+(a 1) loga NM  2 logaN for 2 > (1+loga N ) 1logeN can be converted asan equation of the form M    logeM =  involving the cluster size M . We then showed that this equationhas two roots and the asymptotic form of the largest root isM1 = (2 ) logeN . Hence the optimal storageunder communication constraint is S = aN(a 1)(2 ) logeN .We note that the proof of the theorem 1 also completes the proof of the conjecture in [2] which stated that forthe hybrid tree based scheme with update communication growth of O(logN), the minimum value attainedby the storage is O( NlogN ). V. Numerical ComparisonsWe formulated the storage minimization with communication constraint as an optimization problem. We didthis without choosing a pre specied cost function. We showed that the optimal cluster size M is given byM1 =  +  loge  which may be approximated to M =  when the value of  is signicantly larger thanthat of  loge . We also showed that this approximation leads to results in [2]. We now show by numericalillustration that the cluster size computed as M = logeN is a signicant underestimation compared toM1 = logeN +  loge logeN for group sizes ranging from few hundreds to several millions.We recall that  = (2   ) logeN where the parameter 2 needs to satisfy 2 > (1+loga N ) 1logeN . Although 2can be chosen as large as possible, for simplicity, we set (2   ) = 1 which leads to  = logeN . The optimalcluster size in this case is M = +  loge  = logeN +  loge logeN .If we denote M = logeN , the fraction of improvement in estimate of the cluster size isM1  MM =  loge logeNlogeN : (16)For a = 2, N = 220, we compute  = 1:442, M = logeN = 14, andM1 = (logeN+ loge logeN) = 18. Since[2] uses M for estimates, results in [2] under estimate the cluster size by 27%. Using M leads to the storageof S = aN(a 1) logeN = 149796 keys whereas the use of M1 leads to the storage of S = aN(a 1)(logeN+ loge loge N) =116508 keys. Using M instead of M1 leads to an additional 20% storage requirement.
IEEE INFOCOM 2001 9Similarly, for a = 4, N = 214, we compute  = 2:164, M = 10, and M1 = 15. The improvement in estimateof cluster size is 50%. UsingM leads to storage of 2184 keys and the use ofM1 leads to storage of 1456 keys.Using M leads to an additional 33% storage requirement. Table 2 presents the improvement in estimates forseveral pairs of (a;N). From the table 2, we also note that the use of the estimate M1 = logeN +  logeNyields signicantly lower values of keys to be stored even for group size up to 232. Hence, for all practicalpurposes, the rst order estimate value M1 = logeN +  logeN will yield minimal storage.(a;N)  loge loge NlogeN Improvement in %(2; 210) 0.40 40%(2; 215) 0.32 32%(2; 220) 0.27 27%(2; 232) 0.20 20%(3; 210) 0.50 50%(3; 215) 0.40 40%(3; 220) 0.34 34%(3; 232) 0.25 25%(4; 210) 0.59 59%(4; 215) 0.47 47%(4; 220) 0.40 40%(4; 232) 0.29 29%Figure 5 presents the function  loge loge NlogeN as a function of group size N for various values of a. The fractionof improvement monotonically decreases at the rate of (1 loge logeN)N(loge N)2 . However, for the group size values from100 to 3 million, the improvement is at least around 20%.
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Fig. 5. The graph of the improvement  loge loge NlogeN as a function of the group size N.We note that for the term  logeN to be negligible, the improvement in estimate given by  loge logeNloge N shouldbe negligible. If we denote the percentage improvement by , then we require  loge logeNloge N  . However, ifthe value of  is small, say 1%, then the value of N needs to be extremely large even for a binary tree. Forexample, letting a = 2,  = 1%, leads to the condition that loge loge NlogeN  0:007. It can be checked that eventhe value of N = 2100 will yield the improvement of 8% for a binary tree. Hence, for all practical cases, theestimate given by M = logeN signicantly underestimates the optimal cluster size.In conclusion, we note that the sinceM1 = logeN+ logeN is not only optimal but also yields a signicantlylower number of keys to be stored by the center. This can be veried by noting that M1 > M ) aN(a 1)M1 <aN(a 1)M .
IEEE INFOCOM 2001 10A. Choice of the free Parameter 2In the virtual tree scheme [9], [10], the update communication cast was logN [3]. Note that the amount ofadditional update communications needed for the hybrid model is given by the parameter 2 in equation (10).Ideally, the choice of 2 should be as small as possible to keep the update communications as close to thevirtual trees as possible. However, we note that S1 = aN(a 1)(2 ) logeN indicates the choice of larger valuesof 2 will lead to lower values of storage. We note that the parameter 2 > CminlogeN is a design choice as in thecase of the degree a of the key distribution tree [9], [10].VI. Choosing an Appropriate Cost FunctionWhen there is a tradeo between the variables under consideration, often a cost function is constructed basedon the product of the variables or suitable functions of these variables. We now show that the value ofM = logeN is indeed the best estimate for the product function considered in [2]. In order to show this werepeat the equation (2) F = aN + aN loga NMM . Since the aim in [2] was to ensure that the growth of F is O(N),we have the constraint aN loga NMM = N for some non-negative real number . This can be written asM =  loge NM (17)for some positive constant . This equation can be further expanded asM +  logeN =  logeN: (18)Since N > M , logeN > logeM and  being a positive constant, (logeN   logeM) = M > 0 as expected.Moreover, since M > 1 for a meaningful solution, M = (logeN   logeM))M <  logeN . Noting that thisequation is similar to the one we derived earlier with change of sign of the term  logeM , we can write theasymptotic solution of this equation asM =  logeN    loge logeN    loge : (19)From this expression, we note that the value of M is always over estimated by the amount of loge( logeN)if we set M = logeN . Hence, the estimate M =  logeN is indeed the best possible estimate if we use theproduct of the storage and communication of the hybrid model as the cost function. As noted earlier, eventhis approximation falls short of the best possible cluster size for the hybrid model by the factor  loge loge NlogeN .VII. ConclusionsIn this paper, we showed that optimal cluster size M that minimizes the key storage while preserving theupdate communication of a hybrid model for secure multicast communication can be formulated as a constraintoptimization problem. We then showed that this constraint optimization problem can be converted to anequation of the form M   logeN =  where  and  are model parameters. We also showed that the largestroot of this equation is the desired optimal solution and computed it as M1 = logeN +  logeN for a rstorder approximation. We showed that as N ! 1, M1 = logeN and this value shows that the conjecturein [2] is true for asymptotic values of N . We also showed that the estimate of M = logeN +  loge logeNproduces signicantly less storage even for group sizes of the order of 232.We note that developing models that will lead to scalability of update communications lower than O(logN)while requiring storage lower than O( NlogN ) is a useful open problem. Such a model may require additionalrelationship among the keys used. Development of such a scheme also needs to consider the collusion resistanceas a feature. VIII. AcknowledgmentsI would like to acknowledge the discussions with Drs. Eric Harder and C. Berenstein.
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